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Steel is one of the most ubiquitous materials in the world today. It is used in countless
industries and in the creation of products we all use on a daily basis. From the cars we drive to
the structural elements of commercial buildings, steel truly pervades every aspect of modern
life. Additionally, the steel industry directly employs over 2 million people across the globe, and
indirectly provides jobs for 50 million (WorldSteel 2012). Once crude steel is manufactured in a
plant, it can be exported to other manufacturers in a number of states. These manufacturers
then further refine the raw steel into more specialized forms. Given the global reach of this
industry, it is important to understand the geography of it and the other industries it interacts
with. This analysis seeks to define the spatial extent of the steel production industry, examine
how it has changed globally in recent years, describe important related industries, and
understand how the steel industry interacts with those other industries.
SPATIAL EXTENT:

According to the World Steel Association, as of 2012 62 countries accounted for 98% of
the world’s steel production. Figure 1 depicts the amount of steel produced in thousands of
metric tons by each of these 62 countries. While there are a number of countries which
participate in steel production, much of it is concentrated in just a handful of countries: The
United States, Russia, India, China, Japan, and South Korea. In fact, these six countries alone
account for nearly 75% all the steel produced in the world. Even among these six dominant
countries though, there is a clear frontrunner in terms of total production. China manufactured
a staggering 708,784,000 metric tons of crude steel in 2012. To put this figure into perspective,
the country with the second highest amount of crude steel production in 2012 was Japan,
which produced just 107,234,682 metric tons. In fact, China produced more crude steel in 2012
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than the five countries below it, and by nearly 300,000,000 metric tons at that. Globally
speaking, China was responsible for just under half of the world’s steel production in 2012, at
about 47%.
The current distribution of global steel production is largely concentrated in Asia, with
five of the six largest producers being located there. The United States is basically the only
western country with a significant amount of steel production when compared to the likes of
China and Russia. Brazil is rapidly becoming a global player in the steel industry for reasons
which will be discussed later, but for now they are not on the same level as our six main
countries. There is also some concentration of steel production in Europe, particularly in
Germany, Italy, Turkey, and Ukraine, but they produce relatively small amounts. The
Scandinavian countries have a low amount of production, and Africa essentially has none
outside of South Africa and a handful of North African nations.
Beyond the initial production of the steel itself, it is important to also examine the
global steel supply chain. Figure 2 shows the amount in thousands of metric tons of steel ingots
imported around the world in 2011. As one may expect, this map is somewhat inverse in nature
when compared to the steel production map. Generally speaking, the countries that do not
produce their own steel purchase large amounts of crude steel ingots which can be used in a
number of sub industries. In particular, many Western European countries as well as the Middle
East import a large amount of ingots, as well as the United States. The most noticeable
exception on this map is South Korea, which imports a high amount of steel ingots despite
having a high amount of steel production themselves. This may be attributable to the growing
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South Korean auto industry (Dicken 2011, p.335), which of course would require an enormous
amount of steel.
CHANGES IN PRODUCTION:
This domination of the market by China was not always the case, though. Figure 3 shows the
percentage change in steel production from 2001 to 2010 by steel-producing countries. Most
obvious is the enormous increase in steel production by China during this time, at over 250%. In
fact, the precise increase in Chinese steel production from 2001 to 2010 was 313%. India also
saw a major increase in production, just over 150% to be precise. Given their position in the top
six steel producing countries in the world this is no surprise. However, it is somewhat surprising
to see that other top producing countries like Japan and South Korea had relatively modest
increases of less than 50%. It is also important to note the 0-50% increases in Brazil and
Australia, which will become more relevant later. Interestingly, Dicken (2011, pp. 334-335)
notes that there has been a similar shift in automobile production, and now that industry is also
dominated by China, India, Japan, South Korea, and Russia among others. It is difficult to say
which industry came first, but certainly a healthy level of steel production is vital to supporting
automobile production.
What also stands out are the countries where steel production actually decreased
during this time period. Notably, the United States, Canada, Scandinavia, and much of Western
Europe experienced declines in steel production. When viewed in context with the large
increases in production in Asia though, these declines start to make more sense. From this map,
one can visually see a shift in global steel production from the developed Western world to the
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now dominant nations of Asia. This shift is possible in an industry like steel production because
it is not necessarily tied to a specific location. Steel producers ship the raw materials for steel
production in from all over the world, so their specific location is not as important. Of course
the closer they are to their suppliers the better, but the steel itself can essentially be produced
anywhere. The extractive industries which supply the steel industry, however, are very much
tied down geographically as Dicken (2011) notes: “The geography of the extractive industries is
of course, basically constrained by the distribution of the territorially embedded resources on
which they are based…” (P. 263).
This is not to say that the location of industries which supply the steel industry have no
impact on it though. As Summerfield (2012) notes Australia is currently the second largest
producer of iron ore, a key ingredient in steel-making. China is a significant producer of iron ore
itself, but a key fact is that China imports about 70% of Australia’s exported iron ore, and Japan
and South Korea import most of the remainder (Christie, Mitchell, Orsmond, van Zyl, 2011). It
would not be farfetched to assert that China’s steel production success is encouraged partly by
their geographic proximity to Australia. The same goes for Japan and South Korea, who also
have high steel production.
RELATED INDUSTRIES:
There are of course other industries that supply or are supplied by the steel making
industry. The most obvious industries which are related to steel production are the extractive
ones which provide raw materials to steel manufacturers so that they can produce crude steel.
As previously mentioned, the main ingredient in steel is iron ore, which is produced by a
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number of countries worldwide. Figure 4 shows that the steel production is indeed rather
simple when it comes to inputs and outputs, with iron ore being the main input and finished
crude steel being the output. Interestingly, four of the six major steel producers in the world
are also in the top 10 as far as iron ore production goes. As of 2011, China led with Australia in
second and Brazil in third (Summerfield 2012). Numerically speaking, China produced 43% of
the world’s iron ore, Australia produced 17%, and Brazil produced 14% (Summerfield 2012). It
stands to reason that if a country has access to a large supply of iron ore within their own
borders, they will be in an advantageous position to increase their steel production. The nations
which lead global steel production do not produce enough iron ore themselves though, so they
must still import large amounts of it.
As Summerfield (2012) notes Australia is currently the second largest producer of iron
ore. China is the world’s leading producer of iron ore with well over double the production of
Australia, but a key fact is that China imports about 70% of Australia’s exported iron ore, and
Japan and South Korea import most of the remainder (Christie, Mitchell, Orsmond, van Zyl,
2011). It would not be farfetched to assert that China’s steel production success is encouraged
partly by their geographic proximity to Australia. The same goes for Japan and South Korea,
who also have high steel production. As Figure 5 Shows, it takes about 10 days to ship iron ore
from Australia to China compared to 33 days to ship it from Brazil. Despite the 33 day trip from
Brazil though, Burgering (2013) notes that Australia and Brazil are expected to dominate iron
ore production for years to come. The amount of ore that China imports is also noteworthy, as
basically every major iron ore producing country exports ore to China. This is shown in greater
detail in Figure 6. Even other countries with a high amount of steel production like India export
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some of their ore to China. If China, Japan and South Korea did not have the massive iron ore
supply so near them and had to rely on other countries like Brazil, it becomes difficult to
imagine them having the same level of steel production that they currently have.
It is also important to discuss the implications of the declining world economy and how
that affects the steel industry and the industries which supply it. Serapio and Antonioli (2013)
note that while the steel and iron ore industries were booming just a couple of years ago,
demand has dropped off substantially. This is largely due to a slowdown in the growth of
China’s economy, which has in turn caused a slowdown in their steel production. This drop in
demand coupled with an oversupply of raw steel-making materials has hurt iron ore prices, and
also reduced steel prices and production. Additionally China has recently been oversupplying
the world steel market with a surge of exports, to the point that Beijing has had to start
pressuring steelmakers to reduce their output (Yap 2013). So while China’s changing economy
has been largely responsible for the shift in production and consumption of steel, its economy
continues to change and thus will impact the steel industry in different ways in the future.
From this analysis we have seen that while the steel production industry stretches
across the globe and is present in many countries, China currently dominates the market. We
have examined how this change occurred over the past decade, and how it continues to change
today with the lagging world economy. We have also identified the extractive industries which
supply the steel industry with the raw materials necessary for production, and how their
geographic location is important. The landscape of the steel industry has changed dramatically
in recent years, and the iron ore industry has also experienced changes recently to adapt to its
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main customer. With the volatile state of the global economy, there is no doubt that these
changes will continue into the foreseeable future.
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